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Propaedeutic to a Sane Vais.n.avism

I had a dream. And in this dream I saw a beautiful form of Caitanya Vais.n.avism that exists nowhere in the world today. A strange, vibrant, new Vais.n.avism
that, while recognizing its own rich history and deep indebtedness to the great
Vais.n.avas thinkers and practitioners of the past, was nevertheless thoroughly
modern and, strangest thing of all, thoroughly rational.
Well what do you mean by rational, someone might ask. By rational I mean
given to reason and sound reasoning, given to perceptual or empirical verification,
not willing to accept things at face value or strictly on the basis of some unverified
authority, much less on authority that is completely unverifiable. In other words, a
rational Vais.n.avism is a Vais.n.avism that has been cleansed of all outmoded ways
of thinking and the silly beliefs and superstitions that have attached themselves
to its skin over time like bloodsuckers, draining away its strength and vitality.
Strange isn’t it, I say, how there seems to be such a resistence to thinking in
the modern Vais.n.ava tradition. Those who clearly do think (inspite of the supposed prohibition) are sometimes the quickest and perhaps the loudest and most
vehement in warning others not to think. Look at how the ancient and quite reasonable prescription of the Upanis.ads for spiritual cultivation has been altered
by the Vais.n.avas. Don’t the Upanis.ads say: ātmā vā are dras..tavyah. śrotavyo mantavyo nididhyāsitavyah..1 Yājñavalkya says [to Maitreyı̄]:2 “The Self should be seen,
should be heard about, should be thought about, should be meditated on.” Now
most interpreters of this passage take that first injunction (the Self should be seen)
as statement of the final goal of the Upanis.adic path of cultivation, direct vision
or immediate experience of the Self, placed in front in order to draw the attention
of the aspirant and encourage him or her to proceed. The process itself really begins with “the Self should be heard about.” That is the first step in the process of
knowing the Self or coming to see the Self. The second step is “thinking about
the Self.” And finally one should “meditate” on the Self. This seems like a reasonable process, not just for knowing the Self, but for proceeding in just about any
area of study. In fact it pretty much describes the process of becoming educated in
any subject and the process of coming to scientific discovery. I can easily imagine
an Einstein proceeding in this way as he develops the theory of relativity: first
hearing what others in the field have said about the problem, then thinking critically about their ideas, and then sinking into deep concentration on the problem
which sometimes culminates in a flash of insight (darśana) reveals the elements
of his own solution. Meditation in this case corresponds to deep, single-pointed
concentration.
1 Brhadāranya,

.

.

2.4.5:

A;a;tma;a va;a A+.=e dÒ+;v.yaH (ra;ea;ta;v.ya;ea ma;nta;v.ya;ea ;a;na;a;d;Dya;a;a;sa;ta;v.yaH

2 Yes, a woman, Yājñavalkya’s wife who refuses his offer of goods and property in favor of receiving

liberating knowledge as her husband prepares to face death.
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What have the Vais.n.avas done to this process, however? Well a similar ordered
process in presented in the great Vais.n.ava text, the Bhāgavata, again in the context
of education, only it has been altered in a quite telling way. In describing the nine
forms of bhakti Prahlāda is represented as saying:
Hearing about, repeating (reciting, glorifying), remembering, serving
at the feet of, offering worship to, praising, acting as a servent of,
friendship with, and offering oneself to Vis.n.u: if this ninefold bhakti,
being offered by someone to Vis.n.u, is performed directly for the Lord,
then I think that person the most educated of all.3
This passage, too, can be regarded as a progression, beginning with hearing
about Vis.n.u, the least intimate of connections with him, and ending with offering one’s very self to him, the most intimate of connections. It also begins much
like the Vedānta program of cultivation. Hearing is the opening stage of both
processess and meditation and remembering are for our purposes essentially the
same. But what has happened to thinking (manana) which is supposed to sit nicely
between them? In the Vais.n.ava formulation it has been replaced with kı̄rtana.
Kı̄rtana has the meanings of “mentioning , repeating , saying , or telling.” Apparently, one is meant here to hear about Vis.n.u and then repeat what one has
heard. The implication is that one is not supposed to think about what one has
heard, merely repeat it. Some people in the Vais.n.ava community, in fact, make it a
point of great pride to claim that they are just repeating what they have heard, not
adding or subtracting anything. Is this what Vais.n.avism is really about, merely
repeating mindlessly? Perhaps Kr.s.n.a suddenly as a big need for some parrots to
fill the cages near his bower and the Vais.n.avas here on this earth are being trained
to fill those cages and to repeat mindlessly, in funny little voices and with funny
little accents, whatever they hear. I think not, but it is curious that the Vais.n.ava
formulation has dropped manana out of the program.
Perhaps the manana has not really been dropped but merely incorporated into
the kı̄rtana. In the process, for instance, of “telling,” one is also asked to think,
either as part of “putting it in one’s own words” or in order to determine what
of what has been heard it true and indeed should be part of what is retold. Or,
perhaps, the manana has been absorbed into the hearing. In that case, one’s hearing
must be trained to hear what is not told. That requires a kind of manana, the kind
3 Bhāg.

7.5.23-24:

(ra:va:NMa k+.a:tRa:nMa ;a:va:SNa:eaH .sma.=;NMa :pa:a:d:sea:va:na:m,a Á
A:.cRa:nMa va:nd:nMa d:a:~yMa .sa:K.ya:ma:a:tma:a:na:vea:d:na:m,a Á Á
I+a:ta :pMua:sa:a:a:pRa:ta:a ;a:va:SNa:Ea Ba:a:+.ã(Éea:a:va:l+[a:Na:a Á
;a:kÒ+.ya:tea Ba:ga:va:tya.;Ädâ :a ta:n}å.a:nyeaY:Da:a:ta:mua.a:ma:m,a Á Á
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called arthāpatti, postulation. One hears, for instance, that Devadatta is fat and
one hears that he does not eat during the day. One concludes that he eats at night.
Whatever has happened, the thinking cannot have been dropped.
Someone will certainly say: “You idiot! This is a religious tradition. It rests on
faith, you know that stuff that sticks to your fingers and melts in your mouth like
cotton candy called śraddhā, not on reason. If you want reason or critical thinking you should join a philosophical tradition like Nyāya (Logic) or Sāṅkhya (Ennumeration). Didn’t the great Christian scholar-saint Tertullian say ‘We believe
because it is absurd.’ That is like us. Without faith one can never make any advancement in Vais.n.avism. Śrı̄ Rūpa says: adau śraddhā tatah. sādhusaṅgah.4 ‘First
faith and then association with the holy.’”
Well that is not quite true, you see, I reply. Śrı̄ Jı̄va says in his commentary on
that verse and Viśvanātha parrots him, that faith arises through an even earlier
sādhu-saṅga in which one hears the scriptures. Moreover he glosses that word
faith (śraddhā) with the phrase “trust in their meanings” (tadarthaviśvāsah.). Now by
hearing scripture in the company of the holy ones one comes to trust scripture. But
how is that supposed to happen? If one simply believes what the scriptures say or
what the holy ones say about scripture, that is already faith. So association with
the holy is itself dependent on faith and in turn faith is dependent on association
with the holy. Is there then an even prior association with the holy that produced
that prior faith? Doesn’t that prior association depend on an even prior prior faith?
This quickly turns into infinite regression and no thinker, Eastern or Western, likes
that. It is considered a flaw in reasoning or understanding. It is the logical flaw
called anavasthā, lack of foundation, in Indian logic.
Now one might say that one gets faith by being blessed by the holy ones. But
the holy ones don’t go around indiscriminately giving out their blessings. They
give their blessings to those who are deserving and in order to be deserving of
their blessings one needs already to have faith in them. We are back to another
infinite regression because in order to have faith in them one needs their blessings.
The alternative to these infinite regressions is to try during that first hearing
of scripture in the company of the holy ones to verify5 the scriptures and the holy
ones. That requires careful observation and critical thinking. One has to ask questions like: why should I believe you? What evidence is there that you are what
you say you are and that you are worthy of my trust? Now it could be that in
the past settling questions like this was much easier, because there were severely
limited resources available for verification. But, today we have much vaster resources at our disposal and much more highly developed methods of verification.
I suspect it is no longer possible to reach the kind of trust in the meanings of scripture that people were able to reach back in the days of old. Unless, of course, one
4 Bhakti-rasāmrta-sindhu,
5 To

1.4.15.
.
verify means to determine the truth or falsity of something.
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reaches around behind one’s head and flips that little switch behind the ear that
controls thinking into the auto-pilot position (essentially switching it off). Some of
us are not willing to do that. Is all lost for us then? I think not. Verification, which
seperates truth from falsehood, is an excellent means by which we can come to
the point of trusting scripture. We may not be able any more to develop that facile
kind of trust in scripture of the days of old,6 but we can with the help of some of
these wonderful modern tools develop a modern kind of trust. That is the starting
point for sane Vais.n.avism.

2

Modern Processes of Verification

What are the modern processes of verification then? Modern processes of verification are things like historical research, textual criticism, scientific research and
discovery, and logical analysis. Actually these are the same processes that have
always been used. They use essentially the same sources of knowledge as before, for the most part, but our understanding of those sources has become more
refined. Thus, perception (pratyaks.a), inference (anumāna), and authority (āpta or
śābda) are still the foundations of knowledge. A major difference today is that
all of these sources of knowledge are recgonized as being founded on perception,
that is to say they are empirical, founded on experiment or experience. This is
also nothing new really. That the sources of knowledge are all based on perception is implied even in the Indic discussions of the pramān.a, the sources of true
knowledge. There is no question that perception is empirical. That is what the
Sanskrit word means “before one’s very eyes,” pratyaks.sa. Inference is based on
a knowledge of vyāpti or pervasion. This knowledge that one thing pervades another or is invariably connected with another, like fire with smoke, is based on
prior experience of the invariable connection of smoke with fire. The source called
āpta, “trusted authority,” too, depends on a knowledge of the existence of prior
experience in the person who is trusted as an authority.
The case of śābda, “verbal testimony,” is kind of a special case. Since verbal testimony is registered through the ears (or eyes if one is reading) it is a special and
more complicated case of perception. Verbal testimony, however, is not a case of
simple hearing like hearing the sound of a plane overhead and knowing from that
that there is a plane overhead. It is dependent on a knowledge of the language
involved and knowledge of the language involved is dependent on that whole
set of prior experiences that brings about language acquisition. In addition, when
one hears from a trusted authority, it also becomes a case of authority. If one hears
6 One might argue here that that facile trust was certainly good enough for the Vaisnavas of old.
..
They got good results from it. So it should be good enough for us. The problem with this position is
that we don’t really know what results those Vais.n.avas of old got. Nobody does. So we cannot know
whether that facile trust was good enough for them or not.
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from someone who is an authority because he or she has heard from another prior
authority then the importance of hearing and knowledge of language in the process become even greater. Hearing is the link between an authority and the seeker
of knowledge no matter how many times it is multiplied. All roads therefore lead
ultimately back to perception or experience. It is the Rome of our acquisition of
knowledge and our trust in the sources of knowledge. Since the rest of the ten or
thirteen sources of knowledge are included in these, there is no need to treat them
one by one. They, too, are based on experience.
“You idiot! Don’t you know that perception and inference are full of flaws? We
Vais.n.avas believe that there are four flaws in those sources of knowledge: error
(bhrama), negligence or carelessness (pramāda), desire to mislead (vipralipsā), and
inability of the senses (karan.āpāt.ava). These are all flaws associated with being
human. The only source of knowledge free of those flaws is verbal testimony,
which means revealed scriptures, like the Vedas and Upanis.ads, because those
were not written by humans. They were ‘heard’ by the sages, not written by them.
The texts that are based on them are also authoritative, texts like the Mahābhārata
and the Purān.as, especially the Bhāgavata, which is the very verbal incarnation of
Kr.s.n.a.”
Well, yes, you have a point there, not a very good point I am afraid. Let’s look
at what Śrı̄ Jı̄va says about the sources of knowledge in hisTattva-sandarbha and
then in his own commentary on it called the Sarva-sam
. vādinı̄:
Now therefore in order to arrive at the full truth about Śrı̄ Kr.s.n.a who
is the subject of the text, the relationship [of this text to its subject],
which is that of describer [the text] and described (Kr.s.n.a), the thing
to be communicated [in this text] which is worship of him [Kr.s.n.a],
and finally the purpose of all this effort, which is the acquisition of
love for him [Kr.s.n.a], the evidential sources (pramān.a) must be ascertained. Because they are corrupted by the four human flaws, error,
etc., and therefore, because they are incapable of approaching objects
that are preternatural and inconceivable, sense perception and the rest
are flawed. Therefore, they are not sources of valid knowledge. The
Veda, which is characterized by preternatural statements, because it
is the repository of all natural and preternatural knowledge coming
down in the lineages of all beginninglessly perfected humans, is the
only source of knowledge for those of us who wish to know that object whose amazing nature is beyond everything, who is the foundation of all, and who is inconceivable by all. This is agrees with statements like “because there is no foundation for argument” (B.s., 2.1.11),
“one cannot use argument for things by nature inconceivable” (M.bh.,
Bhı̄s.ma-parva 5.12), “because of being the source of scripture” (B.s.,
1.1.3), “because revelation is the root of verbal testimony” (B.s., 2.1.27)
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and “Your Veda, Lord, is the eye of ancestors, gods, and humans. It is
superior in matters not perceived and in determining the goal and the
means” (Bhāg., 11.20.4).7
[Sarva-sam
. vādinı̄:] Although, ten sources of knowledge (pramān.a) are
known: perception, inference, verbal testimony, testimony of the sages,
comparison, postulation, non-cognition, possiblity, tradition, and manner of life, nevertheless verbal testimony, which consists of propositions free of error, negligence, desire to mislead, and the inabilities of
the senses, is the root source of knowledge. One cannot call the others proper evidence or even semblance of evidence because they are
seen to be contradicted due to being full of the flaws of humans like
error and so forth. Verbal testimony is free of that. Therefore, like a
king with his servants, verbal testimony is root of the others. This is
so because though verbal testimony is not dependent on them, sometimes they are able to assist it as much as is possible for them, because
it is seen that even without them verbal testimony is effective, because
they are not able to contradict the things established by verbal testimony, and finally because verbal testimony is able to establish things
that are beyond the reach of the other sources.8
In response to Jı̄va’s claim one must ask: are the other sources of knowledge
always impaired by the four flaws or only sometimes impaired? It cannot be the
first of these, because even Śrı̄ Jı̄va himself recognizes that these other sources act
A:TEa:va .sUa:a:.ca:ta:a:na:Ma (ra:a:kx+.SNa:ta:dõ:a:.cya:va:a:.ca:k+.ta:a:l+[a:Na:sa:}ba:nDa-ta:ÂåÅ;:ja:na:l+[a:Na:a:va:Dea:ya:sa:pa:ya:Ra:ya:a:a:Ba:Dea:yata:tprea:ma:l+[a:Na:pra:ya:ea.ja:na:a:K.ya:a:na:ama:Ta:Ra:na:Ma ;a:na:NRa:ya:a:ya ta:a:va:tpra:ma:a:NMa ;a:na:Na:Ra:ya:tea Á ta.a :pua.+.Sa:~ya Bra:ma:a:a:d:d:ea:Sa:.ca:tua::ya:du::tva:a:tsua:ta.=;a:ma:l+Ea:a:k+.k+.a:a:.ca:ntya:~va:Ba:a:va:va:~tua:~å.pa:Za:Ra:ya:ea:gya:tva:a:a ta:tpra:tya:[a:a:d:a:nya:a:pa .sa:d:ea:Sa:a:a:Na Á ta:ta:~ta:a:a:na na :pra:ma:a:Na:a:na:a:tya:na:a:a:d:a:sa.;Ädâ :sa:vRa:pua.+.Sa:pa.=;}å.pa.=;a:sua .sa:vRa:l+Ea:a:k+.k+.a:l+Ea:a:k+.k+:]a:a:na:a:na:d:a:na:tva:a:d:pra:a:kx+.ta:va:.ca:na:l+[a:Na:ea :vea:d O;:va:a:sma:a:kM .sa:va:Ra:ta:a:ta:sa:va:Ra:(ra:ya:sa:va:Ra:a:.ca:ntya:a:(ãÉa:yRa:~va:Ba:a:vMa va:~tua ;a:va:a:va:a:d:Sa:ta:Ma :pra:ma:a:Na:m,a Á ta:a:a:nua:ma:tMa (b.ra. .sUa., 2.1.11)
ta:k+.Ra:pra:a:ta:;a:na:a:a:d:tya:a:d:Ea, (ma. Ba:a., Ba:a:Sma:pa:vRa:a:Na 5.12) A:a:.ca:ntya:aH Ka:lu yea Ba:a:va:a na ta:Ma:~ta:keR+.Na ya:ea.ja:yea:a:d:tya:a:d:Ea, (b.ra. .sUa., 1.1.3) Za:a:~:a:ya:ea:a:Na:tva:a:a:d:tya:a:d:a, (b.ra. .sUa., 2.1.27) (rua:tea:~tua Za:b.d:mUa:l+tva:a:a:d:tya:a:d:Ea, (Ba:a.,
11.20.4)
;a:pa:txa:de:va:ma:nua:Sya:a:Na:Ma :vea:d:ã(Éa:[ua:~ta:vea.(õ;a.= Á
(rea:ya:~tva:nua:pa:l+b.DeaY:TeRa .sa:a:Dya:sa:a:Da:na:ya:ea.=;a:pa Á Á
7 Ts.,

1-3:

8 Sarvasamvādinı̄, p. 4: ya:dùÅ;a:a:pa :pra:tya:[a:a:nua:ma:a:na:Za:b.d:a:Sa:eRa:pa:ma:a:na:a:Ta:Ra:pa.ya:Ba:a:va:sa:}Ba:vEa:a:ta:hùÅ:a:.cea::a:K.ya:a:a:na d:Za :pra.
:ma:a:Na:a:a:na ;a:va:a:d:ta:a:a:na ta:Ta:a:a:pa Bra:ma:pra:ma:a:d:a:va:pra:a:l+psa:a:k+=;Na:a:pa:a:f:va:d:ea:Sa.=;a:h:ta:va:.ca:na:a:ta:ma:k H Za:b.d O;:va mUa:lM :pra:ma:a:Na:m,a Á
A:nyea:Sa:Ma :pra:a:yaH :pua.+.Sa:Bra:ma:a:a:d:d:ea:Sa:ma:ya:ta:ya:a:nya:Ta:a:pra:ta:a:a:ta:d:ZRa:nea:na :pra:ma:a:NMa va:a ta:d:a:Ba:a:sa:ea :vea:a:ta :pua.+.SEa:a:nRa:NeRa:tua:ma:Za:k+.a:tva:a:t,a Á ta:~ya tua A:Ba:a:va:a:t,a Á A:ta:ea .=;a.:]a:a Bxa:tya:a:na:a:a:ma:va .tea:nEa:va:a:nyea:Sa:Ma ba.;Ädâ :mUa:l+tva:a:t,a, ta:~ya tua .nEa.=;pea:[ya:a:t,a, ya:Ta:a:Za:a:
*:ëëÐÅÁ +.a:.ca:de:va ta:~ya :tEaH .sa:a:a:.ca:v.ya:k+=;Na:a:t,a, .~va:a:Da:a:na:~ya ta:~ya ty,a ta:a:nya:pa:ma:dùÅ;a:Ra:a:pa :pra:vxa:a.a:d:ZRa:na:a:t,a, .tea:na :pra:a:ta:pa:a:a:d:tea
va:~tua:a:na :tEaH ;a:va.=;ea.;Ädâu :ma:Za:k+.a:tva:a:t,a, .tea:Sa:Ma Za:a:+.a:Ba.=;Zpa:ZyeRa va:~tua:a:na ta:~yEa:va tua .sa:a:Da:k+.tva:a:t,a Á
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as “assistants” (saciva) to the king verbal testimony. They must therefore sometimes be free of the flaws. This we all know from our common experience as well.
Though sometimes our perceptions and inferences are wrong, they are not always
so, nor even mostly so. Rather, they are mostly correct. Their being wrong is the
more uncommon of the possibilites. If this were not so, we would not live even
as long as we do. We depend on these other sources to keep us alive. Thus, when
they are free of the flaws, they, too, must be valid sources of knowledge and fit
providers of evidence. Why should they be excluded from being considered valid
sources of knowledge just because they are sometimes flawed? This would be the
proverbial throwing the baby out with the bath water. Instead one needs to take
steps to test for and insure the validity of or to verify the knowledge produced by
these other sources of knowledge. One must test and retest the results of those
sources of knowledge, especially perception and inference. When the knowledge
produced turns out to be unfalsified (abādhita) by these independent tests it can be
considered verified knowledge. If one thinks, for instance, that one sees a snake,
one needs to test that perception with other perceptions to see if what one sees is
really a snake or just a rope. If on further observation, one may determine that one
does indeed see a snake, appropriate action can be taken then. Used in this way,
the other sources can indeed be regarded as indeed sources of valid knowledge.
But, are they valid in the cases Śrı̄ Jı̄va specifies? This is where the second half of
Jı̄va’s argument comes in. The first half is that the sources are faulty, which we
have shown is not always or even mostly true. The second half of his argument is
that the objects he specifically wants to study are beyond their reach.
Here we shuld note clearly the way in which Śrı̄ Jı̄va carefully delimits the
discussion. He is not talking about all objects (artha) here, only those four specific
objects related to his text: Kr.s.n.a, the relationship, the recommended message, and
the purpose. Those are fairly restricted objects. So when Jı̄va says that the sources,
perception, inference, and testimony (that is non-Vedic testimony) are not sources
of knowledge he means only in these restricted cases. The primary reason that he
feels they are not useful as evidence in these cases is that they are flawed.
Before examining closely this second half of his argument it is worth noting
that just as there may be some objects that are beyond the reach of sense perception
and the other sources of knowledge and thus that cannot be known by them, so
are there countless objects that cannot be touched by verbal testimony, as in the
case of the snake and rope just mentioned. One would be a fool to try to consult
verbal testimony, the Veda say or the Upanis.ads, to determine whether it is indeed
a snake that one sees in front of one or just a rope. Those objects can only be
known by means of the other sources of knowledge aided by careful verification,
of course. They are thus valid sources of knowledge and are in many cases the
only sources we have to rely on in our daily lives, verified or unverified.
Now, is it really true that the sources of knowledge like perception and the
rest cannot “touch” objects like Kr.s.n.a, his worship, and love for him? If this were
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so why would the Upanis.ads say: ātmā vā are dras..tavyah., “the self is to be seen?”
Why encourage us to attempt something that cannot be done? This would be an
extraordinary display of cruelty and mendacity and one has to assume that such
misguidance was not the intention of the texts. Therefore, it must be possible to
know Kr.s.n.a through perception and the rest (since all the rest are rooted in perception). The texts themselves, those authoritative verbal testimonies, give numerous
examples of people directly perceiving Kr.s.n.a or his various forms. They see him;
they hear him; and some touch him. In fact, this personal meeting is regarded the
culmination of religious cultivation in the Caitanya tradition. What a disappointment it would be if the only way one had of knowing Kr.s.n.a was through a text.9
The texts point beyond themselves, however, to the possiblity of direct perceptual
encounter. This does not mean that this is easy to do or that it happens all the
time. It merely means that it is not impossible. Thus, verbal testimony is really
just a pointer that guides us back to the realm of perception.
There is another side to this issue that should be considered. While it may
be thought that verbal testimony in the case of revealed scripture, like the Vedas
and Upanis.ads and even the Bhāgavata, is free of flaws, the transmission of those
texts is not guaranteed to be. Whether one thinks that the objects of scripture
are preternatural and beyond the other sources or not, one has to recognize that
the texts themselves, as collections of words either spoken or written down, are
clearly within the horizons of the other sources of knowledge. The transmission
of those texts is clearly in the realm of history and sensory perception. In some
cases a speaker may have had a stutter; in others the hearer may be partially deaf
or inexpert in the language or unfamiliar with the accent or vocabulary. Some
may be inattentive and others may have a desire to add or subtract. Thus there is
no guarantee that the text has not been modified, lost, misunderstood, added to,
or subtracted from. This reality Śrı̄ Jı̄va recognizes, later in the Tattva-sandarbha,
where he notes that much of the Veda has been lost on earth and much of it is
difficult to comprehend for the people of his times. And so, as we shall see, he
advances his argument for the priority of the Bhāgavata. From our standpoint,
nearly five hundred years after Śrı̄ Jı̄va’s time one could make a similar argument
about the Bhāgavata itself, which is regarded today as one of the most difficult of
the Purān.as to understand. Thus, critical analysis and text criticism are needed to
verify even sacrosanct verbal testimony. No matter what status one attributes to
verbal testimony, it appeared in history at a particular time and was transmitted
down through history by historical people in historical contexts and thus the study
of its history is needed to throw light on how it was received, interpreted, and
transformed in its movement through history.
But wait! Isn’t there something wrong with this praise of and reliance on the
9 For some, that is. A strong argument can be made that if one develops prema for Krsna, it may not
.. .
matter whether one meets him or not. One with Kr.s.n.a-prema already has everything. Moreover, Kr.s.n.a
is present even in his absence, which can be in many ways more overwhelming than his presence.
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Veda? Is it not said in the Gı̄tā:

:Ea:gua:Nya:a:va:Sa:ya:a :vea:d:a ;a:na:~:Ea:gua:Nya:ea Ba:va:a.jRua:na Á10
The objects of the Veda are related to the three strands. Be free of those
strands, Arjuna.
If the objects of Vedic words are the three gun.a, how can they teach us about
the preternatural? And those who study them and transmit them are said to
be avipaścitah., dumb, or as Śaṅkara says “of small intelligence” (alpa-medhasah.).11
How can they be considered free of flaws? Moreover, everyone knows that the
Vedas have little to say about Kr.s.n.a. Well, in fact, they have nothing to say about
Kr.s.n.a. Vis.n.u is only a minor god in the Vedic hymns, being mentioned in very few
hymns. Indra, Agni and Soma are the gods most praised in the hymns. True, the
Vedas contain some lovely poetry and a few very mysterious and mystical hymns.
Many phrases from the hymn sections later reappear in the final, Upanis.adic texts
and are given a mystical interpretation. By and large, however, the Vedas are
rather pedestrian and in many places down right incomprehensible. Their connection with the sacrificial rites, rites which are largely unperformable today, make
them particularly useless. Even if the rites could be performed the benefits they
promise are primarily mundane (sons, prosperity, cows, and oh yes, heaven) and
unattractive to seekers after the absolute. What on earth is Śrı̄ Jı̄va talking about
here, then? Why would he hold up the Veda as the one authentic source of valid
knowledge?
[Tune in next time for some answers]
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10 Bg.,

2.45.
2.42.

11 ibid.,
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3.1

Perception is the fundamental source of knowledge

3.2

There is no such thing as the Kali=yuga

3.3

The Gı̄tā was written around the 3rd century BCE (and was
not really spoken by Kr.s.n.a)

3.4

The Bhāgavata dates to 7th-9th cents. CE (and is not by Vyāsa)

3.5

Caitanya Vais.n.avism is not related to the Mādhva tradition

3.6 Śaṅkara was a parama Vais.n.ava, not a māyāvādin
3.7

Caitanya Mahāprabhu founded his own sampradāya

3.8

The goal of CV is Kr.s.n.a-preman, not Kr.s.n.a-sāks.ātkāra

